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the added reason of safety to their patients. This severe castigation of 
physicians is valuable therefore in calling again to the attention of physicians 
the importance of strict personal and practical cleanliness as an aid and ex- 
ample for the public.-lour. Am. Med.  Asm.  

The abstract referred to above is as follows: 
‘‘Experience forces Stiles to the conclusion that there is not an inconsider- 

able number of physicians in practice who have exceedingly elementary ideas 
on the subject of cleanliness. He says that an entire book could be written 
on the condition of the privy one finds at  the home of the average physician 
in small towns and in rural districts. In by far the majority of instances 
Stiles has seen,. these guardians of the life of human beings have the com- 
mon surface privy, open in the back, scattering soil pollution, breeding flies, 
and thus providing human excreta as a condiment to the food consumed by 
themselves, their families and their neighbors. The moral to the tale is, he 
continues, that resolutions adopted by these gentlemen as to the necessity for 
any given plan of public health legislation are somewhat lacking in weight of 
professional authority. Some of them seem to think that the only way to 
bring about a public health reform-much needed as it is-in this country is 
to put a physician in the president’s cabinet. Without taking any stand as to 
the advisability of the existence of such a cabinet official, Stiles suggests that 
a full time county health officer who will, among other things, compel these 
gentlemen to clean up their offices, operating rooms, and privies, and force 
them to stop spitting on the floor, might contribute somewhat to a reduction 
of the death rate. Stiles cites some forceful personal observations.”-Tour. 
Am. Med. Assn. 

T H E  LOOK AHEAD. 

It is the druggist who can see ahead who gets the bulk of the business. He 
gets it not merely because he can see ahead, but because he takes! proper advantage 
of that foresight. The man who looks ahead is the man who sees what goods 
will be in demand two or three months from now and prepares his stock in ad- 
vance. It takes no particular shrewdness to make a note from day to day of 
the articles that are called for and to order in accordance with the immediate 
demand. Anybody can run a store on the basis of present day demands. But 
not everybody can run a store successfully on that basis. It is the look into the 
future that enables a man to meet the coming demand when it first appears. 
It is not difficult to anticipate the demands of the coming spring by studying 
the market and referring to the details of the business done last spring. It is 
not because it is difficult that comparatively few druggists look ahead far enough 
and often enough. It is because they do not think of it or because they do not 
think it worth while. Nothing is bettef worth while in all the realm of store- 
keeping than looking ahead and studying the probable needs of tomorrow. It 
may almost be said that today will take care of itself with the present stock. 
The successful druggist must learn to live in the future a part of his time. One 
of the best glasses through which to see the business future is the trade paper. 
-American Druggist. 




